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Case Management
Software Essentials

A guide to what to look for in your case
management software

Presented by Athena Software

Introduction
Purchasing new case management software for your human service organization is not a decision that’s
ever taken lightly. Let’s face it, you can’t just pick one up at the grocery store on your way home.
You’re spending your agency’s money on a critical piece of infrastructure, so an impulse or panic buy is not
on the cards. You also can’t just go with the first case management system you happen to see (unless it’s
Penelope, haha).
You need to do your research. Weigh multiple options and competing factors.
What is the price? What’s the user licensing model? What do I get for my (agency’s) money? Can it make
the coffee?
It’s a decision that typically involves multiple people at your organization. It can also involve months of
compiling information, viewing demos, perhaps even issuing a formal request for proposal to shortlisted
vendors.
There are multiple departments you’re trying to please with this purchase - of course, your executive team
has to be happy with the solution you choose, but there’s also the clinical staff, administrative team, report
writers, I.T. staff, finance department. All these people are going to have to live with this software system
every day.
And don’t forget your organization has to submit reports to your stakeholders every quarter, every year, etc.
Did you buy a system flexible enough to generate the reports you need?
In short, it’s kind of a big deal.
So what should you be looking for? Let us make it easy for you.
We came up with 63 things we think you should look
for when buying a case management system for your
nonprofit or social service enterprise.
Also included is a handy checklist for keeping track of
vendors throughout your search.
Happy hunting! And don't forget you can always reach
out to us at Athena Software.
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Scheduling

No case management software system is complete without a way to track appointments with clients,
and it should also be able to track mileage, travel time, staff meetings, vacation time, group sessions
and other recurring appointments, or even informal events like information nights or school
presentations.
An added bonus would be a way to track worker availability, especially if your organization has staff
who schedule appointments for providers. They need to see who’s available and when!
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Smart Forms

What makes smart forms 'smart' anyway?
Pulling information from a client’s file to eliminate tedious re-typing, conditional questions that provide
different options / pathways to the user dependent upon the answer entered, or simply just being able
to update or change a document without having to call in the I.T. department - these are just a few
things to look for in any vendor who calls their document feature ‘smart.’
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Automated Workflows

Your staff have processes that they follow, with checklists attached to each one. What do you do when
a new client comes to you for help? What paperwork should they fill out? Who needs to be notified?
Do we put them on the wait list?
Automated workflow technology can help make decisions for your staff or, at the very least, make sure
nothing falls through the cracks.
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Web based

At this point in time, hopefully any case management system that you consider for your social service
agency is web based - this means it can be accessed via a web address on the internet, with a unique
login ID and secure password mandatory to gain access to the database.
Accessing via the web is secure, easier for staff, and means your workers won’t lose confidential
information if their computer crashes.
If any vendor does not offer web based case management software and wants to install their clearly
outdated system directly on staff workstations, we say run the other way!
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Mobile Access

Speaking of the internet and making the lives of your staff easier,
today’s case management systems should also be mobile-friendly,
meaning staff can access them on their smartphones or tablets.
They might be at a client’s home, a meeting outside of the office,
even just catching up on paperwork at home or on the train or bus
to work - there’s no reason they shouldn’t be able to access the
system whenever they need to.
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Built-in Reports

One of the great advantages of having a data management system in place is that you can use all that
data for reporting!
You’ll need reports on everything from worker productivity to service delivery, demographic breakdowns,
client outcomes, and more.
Or maybe you need to be able to print out the client’s file at any given time in order to comply with an
audit or court order.
Ideally, some or all of these generic examples will be built into the system for you, so that your
organization can get a high-level view of what’s going on and who you’re serving at any given time, right
off the bat.
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Ability to Export Data to Build
your own Reports

That said, as well as generic reporting needs, each organization has unique reports they’ll need to
generate for their stakeholders, executive team, state / province, federal government, and so on.
As a result, your case management system should allow authorized users at your organization to export
your data to a third-party application such as Microsoft Excel or Tableau, where you can run queries to
generate the reports you need when you need them.
Or perhaps their professional services team can build the reports for you.
Either way, you should have the freedom to use your data to meet your reporting requirements.
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Communication Tools

Timely communication between teams, departments or individual staff members at your organization can
be critical, particularly when sharing sensitive information about a client case, incident report or other
intervention that requires a timely response and/or discreet, secure communication.
Look for any modern client management software to have this capability built in, hopefully with the option
to send messages outside of the system to the smartphones of relevant staff members who may not be
logged in in the event of an emergency.
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SMS or e-mail Reminders

Speaking of which, a system that can automatically send reminders via SMS (text) or e-mail would be nice,
especially if those reminders can go out to clients at a certain period prior to an appointment.
This alone can help reduce no-show rates and improve worker productivity all at once!
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Client Engagement

But why stop at appointment reminders?
As human services move increasingly toward a model of person-centered care, it will become more
important for your organization to provide a mechanism for clients to connect with their care and their
service providers on a deeper level than ever before.
An option for clients to communicate with their providers outside of scheduled sessions, or even to
complete key documentation, assessments, and surveys on their own time and submit them to the
system, would be great. Now, that would be a way to engage with your clients in a whole new way!
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Simple Intake and
Assignment

Adding new clients to your system and assigning them to a worker should not be a time-consuming or
confusing process.
A client information system should streamline simple tasks such as these, so make sure the software you
have or that your organization is considering has an intake process that’s intuitive and easy to use. The
intake process should also prompt users to enter any required information or provide a warning
whenever they may be about to add a duplicate entry.
A way to add multiple case members at the same time would be ideal, as would a simple process to
move from intake to assigning the client into service with a worker, and even booking the first
appointment all in the same step.
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Secure Login/Password

Requiring a login and password to access a web-based case management system kind of goes without
saying, but hopefully the system you evaluate contains a built-in algorithm designed to meet minimum
security requirements (e.g. X number of letters, numbers, etc.).
Even better would be some kind of two-factor authentication - this is where a system may, for example,
require users to provide a verification code or answer a security question, along with their user name and
password in order to log in.
Or perhaps the software includes Single Sign On (SSO) capability - this is an authentication process that
allows organizations to manage login credentials for multiple applications in a singular location using an
Identity Provider (IDP).
Whatever the case, make sure to ask about password security rules available in any case management
software you check out - no system built to house protected health information should allow staff to use
‘password’ as their access to the database!
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Use on multiple
devices

This just in - people are no longer chained to their desktops, and they expect access to the data they need on
their smartphones and tablets, when they need it.
Any modern case management system should also be mobile, especially if your staff do home visits, client
accompaniment, or otherwise work with your customers away from the office.
But we mentioned that already. Mobile access on a wide variety of devices is key!
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Have more than one
person in a case

Hey, you know what would be great? A case management software system that understands what case
management means.
Any client information system that does not allow you to group family members or otherwise connected
individuals within the same case file is … strange.
A unified case file structure that allows you to gain a complete picture of every family you serve at a glance is the
one you’re looking for.
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Have more than one
service file per case

You know what else would be great? A case management software system that recognized that cases
sometimes involve more than one program.
The case management software system you select should allow not only multiple members per case, but also
multiple services per case.
In other words, people in a case might be in more than one program at a time (together or separately) - your
system should allow this!
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Assessment Scoring

Your organization might use any number of scored assessments or indexes that gauge everything from
marital satisfaction to depression levels.
Hopefully the system you use allows you track scored questions in the documents you build in (your system
has a document builder, right?), so that you can see client progress over time in the domains relevant to you.
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Digital Signature

Capturing a client or worker signature digitally can be done in a number of ways for your organization, it might mean capturing an electronic signature, either with a
mouse, stylus or finger, or perhaps a date and time stamp that logs when an item is
changed or updated in the system and by whom.
Or maybe it’s just the ability to scan in a signature and attach it to the system so that
it’s on file.
Systems should have at least the capability for one of these, but all three would be
nice!
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Search

Having a strong, easily accessible search feature is an essential in any client management system.
This can be a major positive for your organization that not only saves time and increases ease of use for
staff by allowing them to access the information they need within seconds, but it can also decrease
duplicate client entries - simply have your staff search for a client first before creating a new record.
Some software systems may have a way to merge duplicate records, but we’ve found that the best way to
limit duplicate records is to avoid creating them in the first place!
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Billing Module

The last thing you want to do after purchasing a new case management system is to then have to patch on a
bunch of other modules to make it ‘integrated.’
It would be nice if the modules you need are actually included in the system from the get-go. You know,
actually ‘integrated’ into the system itself.
Billing is one thing that may sometimes be available as an add-on, but you’ll want a system that includes it
(and that you can just switch off if you don’t want it).
That way, you’ll be able to create your billable services, invoice, add payments, submit claims, etc. without
having to pay for an extra system on top of the one you just bought.
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Tracking service items you
can report on

Tracking the services you provide and being able to report on them easily is very likely one of the main
reasons you need a case management system.
Your management team, funders, and other stakeholders want to know where your organization is making
an impact, who you’re helping and how, perhaps even where grant money is being spent.
Being able to record that information easily and then report on it in a timely and accurate fashion should be
available in any case management software you seek.
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Track Inbound Referrals

Knowing where your clients come from can have a big impact on your business, and having an inbound
referral feature that can track not only the source of each referral, but that stores detailed information about
referral reasons and the contact details of each source can make each client profile more complete.
And if the system has built-in reporting to give you stats on referrals and their sources? That is a good thing.
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Track Outbound Referrals

Being able to track outbound referrals in your case management software system allows you to not only
maintain a complete picture of the services you’ve provided to your clients, but also gives you a sense of the
other agencies in your community for whom you are a referral source and potential partner.
Outbound referrals don’t just mean referring to some external organization, however - software that can track
referrals from one program to another within your own organization would be even better!
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Wait List

Your organization might have a waiting list for numerous reasons - perhaps you offer a group that requires a
minimum number of members before you can schedule a series, maybe a client is waiting for a worker with a
particular skill or specialty, or perhaps your intake process involves placing a client on a pre-enrolment list
while you collect the necessary paperwork and so on.
No matter why your wait list exists - your case management software system should be able to
accommodate it.
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Embedded Help

Learning how to use a new software system can be tricky business at the best of times.
Staff members who are used to a previous system or the old way of doing things, may initially need some
assistance understanding what screen they’re on or how to perform a task in the new system.
That’s where embedded help resources can come in extra handy - being able to go directly to your software
provider’s help site with one click from within the case management system should be a feature you look for
when buying.
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Resource Booking

Being able to schedule time on a calendar might not just involve booking slots for clients and workers, but
you might also need to reserve meeting rooms or other organizational resources, such as projectors, laptops
or tablets, maybe even vehicles for staff members heading off-site.
We certainly hope any case management software system has a built-in scheduling option - being able to
book resources should be part of that option as well.
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Groups

The majority of the agencies we serve offer group services for their clients, so it seems odd that some case
management software solutions out there do not naturally accommodate groups.
The group functionality in any social services software system should give your staff the power to enrol
clients easily in a group, control how long the group runs for and / or whether it’s an ‘open’ group (one that
runs all the time or often, and in which clients can come and go) or a ‘closed’ group (a group that runs for a
set period and which a client is expected to remain with for the full run of the series).
It should also allow you to bill from within the group if you charge for your services, and - perhaps best of all mark attendance for the group all from one screen to make things super easy for your staff!
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Informal Groups

28

Schedule nonclient time

Along with the formal groups that form part of a client’s clinical file, your organization might also offer informal
group series, such as drop-in groups, parenting skills classes, and so on. Your case management software
solution should allow you to roster your existing clients, or even to quickly add minimal information about
attendees not receiving formal services with your organization.

As well as scheduling time with clients, booking out resources, and scheduling formal and informal groups,
your staff will likely also need to use their calendar to schedule non-client time, such as staff meetings,
administrative time, even lunch or vacation time.
This is especially useful for larger organizations where there may be staff who book appointments for others.
Giving service providers the option to block off time on their schedule when they are not able to see clients
increases administrative efficiency and makes everyone’s job easier!
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Availability

Speaking of giving staff the option of blocking off time and setting their own schedule, it’s also useful for them
to be able to set general availability - again, this is most useful in situations where there are central booking
staff who set appointments for service providers.
So what does setting general availability mean - well, it could be, for example, allowing staff to set colourcoded blocks of time on their schedule to indicate general times of the day when they expect to be available
to see clients, or when they prefer to conduct assessments, times that they are generally out of the office
doing site visits, and so on.
This lets staff tailor appointments and client assignments to suit the preferences of service providers
wherever possible.
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Anonymous Services

Your agency also likely provides a number of services that, in Penelope, we have termed ‘anonymous
services,’ meaning services provided to individuals for whom you do not do an intake, or even services
provided to large groups where individual information is not required but that you might like to track and keep
statistics on.
For the first example - services provided to people whose information you might not necessarily ask for - this
could mean tracking information on your crisis call line, where you might provide information or even a
referral to another organization, but where you would not necessarily ask for personal information or create a
case.
For the second example - services provided to large groups - this could mean the ability to easily log
community outreach events and to track approximate numbers of attendees, brochures distributed, and so
on.
For both of these types of examples, you’ll need to be able to input the appropriate data quickly and easily,
and you’ll also want to run simple reports to get statistics on the ‘non-case-related’ services you’re providing.
Your case management software should ideally be able to handle this out of the box without timeconsuming workarounds.
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User Preferences

Though case management software systems like Penelope generally allow a
system administrator user to configure the system and determine what users can
see on a role-specific basis, it’s nice to give your staff some choice in terms of
what they can see in the software they use every day.
Examples might include allowing users to set defaults in terms of what
information they want to appear when they’re viewing a case, or their preferences
for how they wish to be notified by system alerts when they’re logged out of the
system (e.g. email, SMS or not at all). Giving users some power over how the
system appears to them is never a bad thing.
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Security Classes

We touched on the importance of a secure login and password earlier, and privacy and data security in
general is of course of optimal importance for any case management system your agency is using, given the
extremely confidential nature of the information your organization is entrusted with.
The case management software you choose should have the option to create security classes - these are
configurable security permissions and restrictions that your system administrator can set to ensure that each
staff member has access to information on a need-to-know basis only, and that sensitive information such as
session notes can only be seen by those who should legally have access.
Ideally, your agency should be able to create an unlimited number of role-based security classes that allow
you to tailor the system by job description or even on a user-by-user basis as necessary.
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User Categories

There are many situations in which it’s useful to be able to easily categorize workers by role, specialty, or any
other way that’s useful.
For example, you may need to send a message to all direct service providers at your organization - wouldn’t it
be cool if your case management system not only gave you the option of sending secure messages within
the software, but also allowed you to just choose ‘Service Providers’ from a drop-down instead of typing out
everyone’s name?

?

Or what if a new client would prefer to only see a female worker who speaks Spanish? With user categories,
narrowing down the list of service providers to only those who fit that description is not only possible, it’s easy!
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Message Settings

Increasingly, your clients may be open to receiving messages from your organization via email or text, such as
appointment reminders. One thing that they’ll no doubt appreciate, however, is having the option to decide if
and / or how they receive those messages.
If your case management software solution has the option to send messages to clients by email or SMS (and
it should), it should also provide the option to a) specify by which method clients consent and / or prefer to be
contacted, and b) allow for clients to opt out of the communication if they do not wished to be contacted via
those methods at all.
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Print out Client Case

Sometimes you may come across the need to physically print out a copy of a client’s case history, perhaps
due to a subpoena or other purpose.
It would be nice to be able to do this with a single click, as opposed to having to individually print out note
after note, then go to separate screens to print a client’s case information, referrals, etc.
You’ll want a client information system that understands this need, and that provides a complete case history
as a built-in report ready to go with a single click!
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Lock Notes

Speaking of understanding your needs, any human services or nonprofit client information system should get
that your staff need to be able to lock session notes or documents after they have been entered.
Again, in the event of a subpoena, or an audit, CARF accreditation, or simply to help with HIPAA or other
legislative compliance, your staff need to be able to lock notes or documentation, preferably with a name,
date, and time stamp attached, in order to present a verifiable and authoritative record of when information
was recorded.
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Revisions of Locked
Documents

On a similar note, staff may need to amend information in a document after it has been locked. This is where
the concept of a document revision feature comes in.
Case management software that is cognizant of this need will allow your staff to create a new revision of a
completed (or ‘finalized’) document, so as to edit or add new information, while preserving any previously
completed versions so that a complete audit trail of the document is maintained, along with who made each
new revision, and when.
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Add as many users
as you like

Many case management software solutions in the marketplace operate on a ‘named user’ model. This means
you have to pay for a separate user account for each and every staff member who may at some point have to
log into the software, even if they’re not using it every day.
Software like Penelope, however, operates on a concurrent user licensing model. This means that, at Athena,
we don't make you buy a license for each employee, only for the maximum number of employees who would
need to use the system at any one time. This means your organization can save money while still being able
to create an unlimited number of user accounts!
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Alerts/Flags

!

In any organization, timely communication is key, though this is especially true in human services, where
people’s lives could potentially be at stake based on the treatment and care you provide them.
To help ensure that no information, documentation, or knowledge about a client or their family falls through
the cracks, modern case management software systems should have a built-in capability to send automated
alerts or to flag certain data so that a client’s situation is known by relevant staff members.
For example, perhaps a safety concern flag is activated to indicate that a client is at risk of harm. Ideally, your
software system can not only store this information, but inform supervisors and other staff who need to know,
automatically create a task to complete required paperwork, and so on.
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Dedicated SA account

Configuring your case management software system is an important step during the deployment phase, as is
the ongoing upkeep of the system - e.g. changing data requirements, adding new document templates,
creating new users, etc.
You’ll want any case management software system you choose to be configurable so that your organization
can easily make changes on the fly, and not have to pay for costly customization every time you want to
change a question in a document or add a new data field to track.
That said, you won’t want these changes to be made by just anyone willy-nilly. Having a dedicated system
administrator user profile and corresponding account that is accessed only by those with permission to do so,
means you can rest assured in the knowledge that any changes to the system are being made by designated
Penelope experts at your agency.
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Attachments

As much as you rely on your case management software system to store each client’s clinical data, there may
be occasions when external information or documentation may need to be attached to a client file, for
example a signed consent form, doctor’s letter, and so on.
The ability to upload files and attach them to the appropriate client record is a must in any case management
system. Similarly, the option to upload and attach photos, videos, PDFs, and other types of files (no matter their
size) is also a plus.
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MS Exchange

Many organizations use Microsoft Outlook as their legacy calendar / scheduling system - although integrated
case management software solutions like Penelope offer comprehensive scheduling as a built-in feature out
of the box, your agency and staff might wish to retain Outlook even after purchasing and deploying.
Check if your case management software provider offers MS Exchange capabilities, e.g. to sync
appointments booked in the client management system so that they appear in Outlook. Your staff will be
pleased if they do!
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ORS/SRS/Client
Feedback Tools

The Outcome Rating Scale and Session Rating Scale are part of the Feedback Informed Treatment (FIT) and
Partners for Change Outcome Management System (PCOMS) developed by Dr. Scott Miller. Used by
thousands of clinicians around the world, the ORS / SRS forms are available as an add-on module for
Penelope.
These tools provide an easy-to-use, client-centered way to measure client progress in treatment, all with just a
few clicks on a computer screen or mobile device. Penelope is integrated with the OpenFIT database so that
the data you enter on ORS / SRS forms in Penelope is compared anonymously with over 600,000 completed
forms worldwide.
In Penelope, this is displayed visually, making client progress clear and easy to read for everyone involved.
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Google Maps
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Agency Logo

Your organization may have staff members who work outside of the office, visiting clients in their home or
accompanying them to visits in the community. Determining the best route to get there will save time and
expense - that’s why your chosen system should include a Google Maps link next to each client or referral
organization entry’s address.

Though one of the reasons for purchasing case management software like Penelope might be to reduce
your organization’s use of paper, it’s likely that you will still have to print things from the system from time to
time. You may need to print receipts, blank documents, reports, etc.
This is of course possible in most systems. You want to make sure that your organization's logo can be
uploaded into the system and this appears on any documentation that you print out, whether it’s an invoice
for a client, or a letter for a referral.
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Task Management

Oh, the to-do list. We all have one and, no matter how hard we work, it never seems to be cleared completely.
If your staff manages their to-do lists on pieces of paper and sticky notes, then you’ll know how messy that
can get, and how such a system can be rife with missed deadlines and forgotten assignments.
Ideally, your case management system will have a method for organization-wide task management that's
better than simply an electronic version of all those individual post-it notes scattered around everyone’s desk.
Look for software that has a built-in task / workflow feature that allows staff members to easily access, close,
update or pick up tasks, and that also gives supervisors oversight of each task’s progress toward completion.
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Configurable and
Flexible

One of the primary assets of any useful case management software system is configurability. The needs of
each organization are different. Your case management system should be flexible enough to allow you to
easily adjust the system to track the information and build the documentation that you need without a lengthy
and costly customization process.
Let us put it this way. If your current case management system does not allow you to add, edit or remove
questions on a document, or to update a demographic drop-down list, without having to contract the
vendor’s software developers to do it for you, then you need to look for a new case management system!
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Demographic Tracking

Speaking of demographics, being able to track them is critical to your ability to provide reports to funding
sources and other stakeholders each year (not to mention for internal purposes, e.g. marketing, etc.).
Hopefully your case management system does not limit the amount of demographics you can track, and
hopefully it does not limit the way in which you can track them, e.g. you’re only allowed X number of dropdown lists, etc. Look for a system that will give you the power to track an unlimited number of demographics
in a flexible, sustainable way.
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Spell Chekc

Hey, nobody’s perfect - we all make mistkaes every now and then. Yes, even you! And spelling mistakes are
an inevitability when your staff are filling out documentation and entering notes frequently every day.
However, as we all know, spelling mistakes on official documentation (especially documentation that may
end up being subpoenaed) is never a good look.
That’s why you should find case management software with a built-in spellchecker, ideally one that offers
spellcheck in different languages, or even different English ‘styles’ (e.g. American English, Australian English,
etc.) in order to catch region-specific spellings.
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Unlimited Contact
Information

There are many ways to contact your clients - home phone, cell phone, email, work phone, etc. Not to
mention other phone numbers or contact information that may be necessary for any number of reasons.
For this reason, your case management software should have the capability to store an unlimited number of
contact types for your clients, with each in its own separate data field (i.e. not all thrown together in a notes
field). Unlimited contact types (including address, by the way) also allows you to store historical contact data
about your clients as well, rather than overwriting fields if your client has new information.
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Collateral Contacts

In addition to unlimited contact types, your software should also have the ability to store unlimited collateral
contacts for each client. What’s a collateral contact, you might ask? Essentially, this would be anyone
associated with your client who will not be a part of the case, or receiving service. This could be, for example,
an emergency contact or next of kin, parole officer, family doctor, guidance counsellor - basically anyone that
your organization might need to contact about the client. Your chosen system should put no limit on the
number of these contacts in the system.
One neat thing about collateral contacts in Penelope is that you can choose to make them ‘public’ - this
means they are added to the Blue Book and are available to be added as collateral contacts for other
individuals. The advantage to this is that it eliminates re-typing of information or typos, etc. when adding, say,
the same family doctor for multiple clients in the system. (also, if you're not sure what the Blue Book is, see
#59!)
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SaaS

Also known as the cloud, Software as a Service (SaaS) refers to the situation where your case management
software system (and of course the client data it includes) is hosted on servers run by the vendor.
Hopefully, any case management software vendor you’re investigating offers a SaaS option, because the
benefits to your organization are plentiful. Essentially this is a safer and less expensive option when all things
are considered. It removes significant headaches for your organization in terms of worrying about disaster
recovery, system uptime, risk mitigation, data security, unauthorized access, and so much more. With SaaS,
the vendor takes care of all that for you.
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ISO Certified

And now that we’ve brought up the extremely important subject of data security, do you know if your case
management software vendor is ISO 27001 certified? If they are, that’s a good indicator of the seriousness
with which they take the security of your client data.
ISO is the International Organization for Standardization and ISO 27001 is an industry standard of
requirements for an information security management system (ISMS). If your case management software
vendor is ISO 27001 certified, then you can rest assured that they have been through a rigorous, independent
audit of their internal information security and risk management policies.
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Multiple Sites

Many of our clients operate out of multiple locations (or ‘sites,’ as we call them in Penelope). Even if your
organization does not have more than one physical location, it could be that your staff actually does provide
services outside of the office, whether in a client’s home or elsewhere in the community.
Being able to add multiple locations into the system and to associate those locations with the appointments
you’re booking in the system (the software you’re using allows scheduling, right?) ensures that your
organization can accurately represent how and where you are providing service.
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Duplicate Client
Warning

Creating duplicate client records due to user error is a common issue in any client management system, and
can often lead to problems with respect to a client’s information and service history being scattered
throughout the system with no way to easily merge the records.
And, rather than having to merge duplicate records after the fact, wouldn’t it be better if there was a way to
prevent the duplicate being created in the first place? Penelope includes a duplicate client warning that
appears whenever a staff member is creating a new client record where some of the key demographic
information being entered matches a record already in the system.

?
?
This way, the staff member can double-check that they are creating a record for a unique person prior to
hitting save and creating a problem that’s going to be difficult to remedy in the future.
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Recurring
Appointments

It’s important that, as well as booking an appointment, your staff have the ability to book recurring
appointments as necessary. These could be to book 6 appointments with a client (or group of clients) weekly,
monthly, every second Tuesday, the first Thursday of the month, and so on. This will make life so much easier
and save so much time for your scheduling staff, making this a must-have!
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Notes

An important part of any client interaction is the ability to add case notes, whether in a formatted document
configured for that purpose or in a free-form narrative.
In any good case management system for social services, the ability to add notes should be simple and easy
to find. It should also have the option to protect its contents, e.g. by locking the note, or by denying access via
security classes, given the highly sensitive information they might contain.
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DSM-V Diagnoses/
Presenting Issues

59

Directory of Community
Resources

The ability to enter DSM V or ICD-10 diagnoses into your case management system is an essential for
behavioral or mental health organizations, and critical for those who have to bill insurance claims in the U.S. So
make sure your software includes this component, including the option to track more generic presenting
issues that may be useful for service planning, reporting, and so on.

Referrals are a part of virtually any social services organization, whether it’s accepting and tracking referrals
from other providers in the community, or referring clients out to other organizations who provide services that
your organization doesn’t.
As such a directory is an essential component to any case management software worth its salt (always
wanted to use that phrase). What would be nice when tracking inbound or outbound referrals, however,
would be a configurable directory of community resources to store information on frequent referral sources
and destinations to ensure accuracy and efficiency when logging referrals.
We call ours the Blue Book! (and it also stores additional info. on each organization, like address, hours,
services offered, and more)
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Sliding Scale

If you charge clients for the services you offer, it’s likely that you also offer some kind of sliding scale, whereby
the fee is reduced according to the client’s income, number of dependents, or a combination of both.
Make sure to ask about this when investigation case management software options, as it’s the kind of detail
that might not come up until the deployment, at which point it might be too late.
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Adding Multiple
People to a Case

The essential so nice, we’re including it twice! This might seem extraneous, but seriously, if you’re going to call
yourself case management software for human services, then you need to be able to include multiple people
from the same family in the same case. Just as important is the option for those case members to be enrolled
in service together or separately. See #14 for more on this fundamental matter.
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Deployment Services

Deployment services, while not technically ‘part’ of a case management software system, are absolutely
essential in determining your organization’s success with that system. A good deployment experience, and
you will be using the system in the way most advantageous for your agency for years to come. A bad
deployment, and you’ll be on the lookout for a new case management software system sooner than you had
hoped.
One important thing to note is that, just as no two organizations are exactly the same, there should be no
cookie-cutter deployments either. A range of options should be available for a range of budgets, with the level
of services provided in accordance with the wishes and makeup of the organization deploying the software.
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Support

And last but certainly not least, after deployment and ‘go live,’ your organization is going to need support as
you roll out the software across your organization. At Athena, we take great pride in our support team
providing friendly, timely assistance for any question your staff might have.
We view our clients as partners, and aim to treat them as such in the instances when they reach out to us for
help. Accessing support is a simple process here, and you can be assured of a swift and pleasant response
when you do. Penelope includes embedded help links as well, and our help site contains hundreds of how-to
articles and tutorials.

Well, there you have it - 63 things to look for when evaluating a case
management software solution for your social services agency. We
hope you found it useful.
Check out our accompanying checklist for keeping track of what
features the various vendors provide.
To request a demonstration of Penelope for your agency, please fill out
a form on our website at athenasoftware.net.
If you have any questions about this list, or would like to learn more
about Penelope then feel free to get in touch. We can be reached at:

info@athenasoftware.net
1.866.806.6014 North America
08.7200.0277 Australia

www.athenasoftware.net
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Case Management Software Essentials

Criteria

1

Scheduling

2

Smart Forms

3

Automated Workflows

4

Web Based

5

Mobile Access

6

Built in Reports

7

Ability to export data to
build your own reports

8

Communication Tools

9

SMS/Email Reminders

10

Client Engagement

11

Simple Intake &
Assignment

12

Secure Login/Password

13

Use on multiple devices

14

More than one person
in a case

15

More than one
service file per case

Checklist
Vendor 1:

Vendor 2:

Penelope by
Athena Software

Intuitive and easy to
do yourself
Time or event triggers

Large library of
predefined

"Engage" client
communication tool

Criteria
16

Assessment Scoring

17

Digital Signature

18

Search

19

Billing Module

20

Tracking service items
you can report on

21

Track Inbound Referrals

Vendor 1

Vendor 2

Penelope by
Athena Software

Sign in Penelope or
scan in

22 Track Outbound Referrals
23

Wait List

24

Embedded Help

25

Resource Booking

26

Groups

27

Informal Groups

Easy enrolment and
attendance

28 Schedule non-client time
29

Availability

30

Anonymous Services

31

User Preferences

32

Security Classes

33

User Categories

Restrict access to
sensitive information

Criteria

Vendor 1

Vendor 2

Penelope by
Athena Software

34

Message Settings

35

Print out client case

36

Lock Notes

37

Revisions of Locked
Documents

38

Add as many
users as you like

39

Alerts/Flags

40

Dedicated SA Account

41

Attachments

42

MS Exchange

One way push out

43

ORS/SRS/Client
Feedback Tools

Add-on module

44

Google Maps

For easy route
planning

45

Agency Logo

46

Task Management

47

Configurable and
Flexible

48

Demographic Tracking

49

Spell Check

50

Unlimited Contact
Information

With name, date and
time-stamp

Concurrent user
model pricing

Criteria
51

Collateral Contacts

52

SaaS

53

ISO Certified

54

Multiple Sites

55

Duplicate Client
Warning

Vendor 1

Vendor 2

Penelope by
Athena Software

Many locations or
offsite workers

56 Recurring Appointments
57

Notes

58

DSM-V Diagnoses/
Presenting Issues

59

Directory of Community
Resources

60

Sliding Scale

61

Adding Multiple
People to a Case

62

Deployment Services

63

Support

Friendly and timely
response

